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Gosia: As we always say, there is no imminent pole shift or anything of the kind, but
someone asked: "Ok, but there IS weakening magnetic field, which is due to the
galactic current sheet that has entered our Solar System. This happens every 12,000
or so years." Do you know anything about that?

Swaruu X (Athena): One comment that can start to answer that question. A question
to all of your followers: Have you all noticed that everything is coming up on you
now!? Everything looks as if it were coinciding now. Everything, from illnesses to
economic collapse to agenda 2030, to asteroids.

My point is that it's all artificial to create worry and despair in people. Like the nuclear
war fear that was imposed on to the people's minds and lives since the 1950's. The
controllers, especially the human ones, love to make the people live in fear and in
survival mode, because they are easier to control. So, whenever you see something
like that with catastrophic things coming up, take it with a grain of salt. Another is that
the Cabal is saying that there is an asteroid that will pass near Earth by December
27th or 28th. And... it's just an Andromedan supply ship for the Viera, and it's
scheduled. There is no danger.

So, weakening magnetic fields of Earth and polar shifts... the Earth is a living planet,
as all of them are. They are not static. People are misled to think that planets should
be stable as a department building. They are not! They have cycles, moods, and all
that causes changes in weather and in magnetic fields that in turn affect everything
else in them. Any fluctuation of that sort is only part of a cycle and it also has a lot to
do with the Earth's interaction with other planets and suns. I assure you that there is
nothing wrong with the magnetic field of Earth.

And although polar shifts are something real, a planet needs to go through a very
strong event, a catastrophic one. Or at least some external strong influence that can
change all the energetic dynamic of an entire planet, and that is no easy thing. Last
polar shift occurred when the waters of Tiamat fell to Earth creating a large flood. Not
the flood, as there have been many great floods, not only one as you are led to think,
mainly by the Bible.

So, what you are looking at is a hyperactive media machine working for the
controllers of Earth, the human level mostly, with the intention of making you worry
about everything else except what is important and except what really concerns you
personally and as a society. There is nothing wrong with the Sun, nothing wrong with
the Earth in that manner. Don't worry and place your attention on things that really
matter and are of a more practical to you nature.

Gosia: So, just as a last clarification, there is some weakening of the magnetic field
but it´s nothing to worry about, or there isn´t any?

Swaruu X (Athena): It fluctuates all the time. The controllers are only using the current



"low" data to push their fear agenda. It will come up again soon enough. It's like
pushing global warming midsummer. Ignoring that in the southern hemisphere they
are freezing. So it´s all natural rhythms of the Earth. In spite of artificial weather
modification.

And, as a clarification, yes there is artificial weather modification. So they can, and do,
create effects to push and justify their agendas, like the carbon one. Carbon Dioxide
is not a contaminant!

Gosia: Ok, so if it weakens, what is it due to? Natural cycles... but something more
specific? 

Swaruu X (Athena): 12,000-year cycle, supposedly. According to our data it fluctuates
far more often. I have no idea what they use to be able to claim that 12,000 year
cycle, but the fluctuations are very common. Far more common! It goes up and down
all the time. As I said above, they are due to the natural rhythms of the Earth and its
energetic interaction with its neighboring planets and solar systems.

Gosia: Any consequences for the inhabitants at all?

Swaruu X (Athena): Not at all. Or perhaps a few more cosmic radiation and solar wind
particles. But, as we've said before, there is nothing to fear from the sun either.

Gosia: I guess my question would be to go further, what causes natural rhythms of
the Earth...but then we can go back all the way to Source and why it wants things it
does!

Swaruu X (Athena): In the case of a planet, we would have to go into astrophysics
and mathematics, as well as into gravity field modulation.


